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Joel Pablo

From: mwchrislock@redshift.com
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2023 12:39 PM
To: Media Contacts
Subject: Press Release - Cal Am Agrees to Sign PWM Expansion Agreement

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – March 16, 2023 
Attention: Assignment Editors / News Directors 

Melodie Chrislock, Director 
831 624-2282 
MWChrislock@redshift.com   

Cal Am Finally Agrees to Sign Water Purchase Agreement for Another $10 
million  

Today in closed session the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) will be hearing Cal Am’s 
request for a rehearing on the Water Purchase Agreement for the Pure Water Monterey Expansion 
that has been stalled since Cal Am refused to sign the agreement on December 6, 2022. 
Construction cannot begin without a Water Purchase Agreement (WPA) from Cal Am. Cal Am 
refused to sign because it claimed the $61 million it was authorized to collect from ratepayers was not 
enough to cover the cost of the infrastructure (wells, pumps and pipes) for the Expansion that Cal Am 
would have to build. Cal Am argued for another $20 million plus.  

The CPUC now has a new option to consider. On Wednesday, March 15, the CPUC’s Public 
Advocates Office (Cal Advocates) filed a motion to modify the CPUC’s decision on the Water 
Purchase Agreement for the Pure Water Monterey Expansion that would allow Cal Am to collect 
another $10 million from ratepayers. Cal Am has agreed to sign the WPA with this modification.  

“It’s good news,” says Melodie Chrislock, director of Public Water Now. “Given the options, this is the 
only compromise possible. While we recognize that $71 million is far more than is really needed for 
the Expansion’s infrastructure, we applaud the Public Advocates Office for convincing Cal Am to sign 
the WPA so the project can move forward. But this whole episode has certainly made it clear that 
even the CPUC cannot control Cal Am.  

“As for Cal Am’s claim that they have always supported the Expansion, everyone involved knows that 
is not true. Starting with Cal Am’s April 2020 letter to the Monterey One Board opposing certification 
of the Expansion’s environmental impact report, Cal Am has blocked and stalled this project for the 
past three years.”  
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This public agency project will cost Monterey One Water about $70 million to build. With the addition 
of Cal Am’s $71 million for infrastructure, the total cost of the Expansion will be $141 million for 2,250 
acre-feet of additional water.   

The CPUC’s decision on this should take two or three weeks. Once it rules and Cal Am signs, the 
Pure Water Monterey Expansion can be built in about two years. The project should lift the water 
restrictions on building that would allow new housing. According to the Monterey Peninsula Water 
Management District, it will also provide drought protection and should make desal unnecessary for 
decades to come.  
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Joel Pablo

From: John McPherson <john@sagemonterey.org>
Sent: Monday, March 20, 2023 6:06 PM
To: comments
Subject: Agency is outside of Measure J authority

Dear Board Members, 

The agency seems to have moved very fast past evaluating the feasibility of acquiring Cal Ams assets to planning a 
hostile takeover of a private company that doesn't intend to be bought. This is going to just be a legal quagmire, so the 
Agency needs to explain how this is in the interest of ratepayers.  

--  

John McPherson
Executive Director 

MPWMD Board Meeting on Monday, March 20, 2023
General Public Comment
Comment Distributed to the General Manager, 
District Counsel and Board Members
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Joel Pablo

From: mwchrislock@redshift.com
Sent: Monday, March 27, 2023 6:53 PM
To: Alvin Edwards; Amy Anderson; George Riley; Karen Paull; District 5; Marc Eisenhart; Ian Oglesby; Dave 

Stoldt; Joel Pablo
Subject: Letters to the Editor - Schiavone / Chrislock

MC Weekly | March 16, 2023 

Water Bill 

Thank you for coverage of the latest on the Pure Water Monterey project (“Cal Am is 

conspicuously absent as Pure Water Monterey celebrates a milestone,” posted March 

7). Monterey One Water has received at least two federal awards for their outstanding 

project, a truly innovative and sustainable water source. So far, Cal Am refuses to sign 

the water purchase agreement and is holding our water supply hostage, putting over 

$42 million in funding at risk. 

If anyone wants to voice their concern to the California Public Utilities Commission, go 

to cpuc.ca.gov proceeding A.21-11-024 to leave a comment. The public needs to 

speak out on this.  

Susan Schiavone | Seaside 

Carmel Pine Cone | March 24, 2023 

http://pineconearchive.fileburstcdn.com/230324PC.pdf 

Reporting All the Facts on Water Issues 

Why did your recent article “Wastewater reclamation project may grow without Cal 
Am’s help” fail to ask why the Expansion of Pure Water Monterey would need to grow 
without Cal Am’s help in the first place? That seems to be the important question. 
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Isn’t it news when an investor-owned water monopoly like Cal Am refuses to sign an 
agreement to buy the water we urgently need? Maybe you should be asking why Cal 
Am has been holding this community’s water supply hostage. 

It appears your paper is giving Cal Am a pass on this and instead pointing out all the 
problems the Water Management District would face in trying to do this if Cal Am 
refuses to. 

Your article omitted the fact that Cal Am was already authorized to collect $61 million 
from ratepayers for the Expansion’s infrastructure cost but wanted another $20 million 
plus.  

Why not let people know they can protest to the CPUC about Cal Am 
refusing to sign theWater Purchase Agreement?  

And by the way, it’s not just our public agencies that oppose Cal Am’s desal plant. 
Over 300 members of the public spoke in opposition on November 17, at the Coastal 
Commission hearing.  

One more omission, why didn’t you report that Cal Am raised our water rates on 
January 1 by 11%?  

This is supposed to be a newspaper. Please do a better job of reporting all the facts so 
readers can understand what’s going on and make up their own minds about Cal Am. 

Melodie Chrislock 
Carmel, CA 
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Joel Pablo

From: mwchrislock@redshift.com
Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2023 6:39 PM
To: Alvin Edwards; Amy Anderson; George Riley; Karen Paull; District 5; Marc Eisenhart; Ian Oglesby; Dave 

Stoldt; Joel Pablo
Subject: Herald Letters - Coppernoll / Glenn

Monterey Herald | March 28, 2023 

Letters to the Editor: March 28, 2023 

Cal Am buyout 

In a recent Herald article on the Measure J Buyout, Cal Am claimed the Monterey 
Peninsula Water Management District’s appraisal is flawed, but Cal Am has not even 
seen the appraisal yet. They also claimed the District wasted $2.5 million in the 
process. Let us not forget that Cal Am has itself squandered inordinate amounts of 
ratepayer funds. They have cost ratepayers $14 million alone in delaying the Pure 
Water Monterey Expansion. 

Speaking with forked-tongue, Cal Am states it is acting to protect the Carmel River 
even though it illegally over-pumped these aquifers for decades, endangering 
steelhead trout and other ESHA. This monopolistic, greedy corporation lost the public’s 
trust and confidence — speaking falsehoods and undertaking nefarious deeds to 
prevent new water supplies, using political clout to sabotage public agency efforts to 
expand an innovative, nationally acclaimed recycled water project, using ASR injection 
wells as extraction wells, thereby hindering full capture and storage of recent river 
flows, and acting in bad faith, all for excessive profit. 

The buyout is a legally mandated action that deserves our strong support and 
gratitude. 

— Margaret-Anne Coppernoll, Marina 

In 2018 voters approved Measure J, which directed the Monterey Peninsula Water 
Management District to undertake a feasibility study on a public takeover of Cal Am’s 
distribution system. The initiative passed, and now five years on we get to find out what 
it means. There are three things to take into consideration as this process moves 
forward. 

Cal Am has said repeatedly that they are not for sale, so the District moving forward 
with this initiative is a stretch under the definition of feasible. This is a hostile takeover 
of a private company by a public agency, and regardless of whether you think that is a 
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good thing or a bad thing, it isn’t going to be quick, easy or inexpensive. The one 
guarantee is lawyers are going to make a lot of money. 

The justification made by the supporters of this action is it will benefit ratepayers with 
lower bills. That is certainly not apparent when you consider ratepayers will have to 
cover whatever the final cost of a takeover ends up being. Also, the District needs to 
operate Cal Am’s current activities more efficiently than Cal Am for this to actually be a 
benefit to ratepayers, so the burden is on the Agency to outline clearly to ratepayers 
and the community how exactly they are going to accomplish this. 

One group that has not been considered in all this is the employees of Cal Am, who 
are also members of this community. If this goes through they will go from working for 
a private company that they made the conscious decision to join, to working for a 
public agency, and they don’t have a choice in the matter if they wish to keep their 
jobs. This is no small matter, and should not be ignored. 

Five years ago a group of advocates were successful in getting a ballot initiative 
passed. It is now their and the Agency’s responsibility to make the case clearly that this 
initiative is in the best interests of the community, and not just an effort to put a 
corporate trophy on their shelf. 

— John McPherson, Salinas 

Cal Am only cares about profit for shareholders and is not willing to put the water 
needs or costs of the community as its first priority. The sooner our water is in the 
hands of the Monterey Peninsula Water Management District the better. 

— Alice Ann Glenn, Monterey 
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Joel Pablo

From: mwchrislock@redshift.com
Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2023 6:38 PM
To: Alvin Edwards; Amy Anderson; George Riley; Karen Paull; District 5; Marc Eisenhart; Ian Oglesby; Dave 

Stoldt; Joel Pablo
Subject: Melodie Chrislock guest commentary: Why Cal Am must go - Monterey Herald

https://www.montereyherald.com/2023/03/28/guest-commentary-why-cal-am-must-go/ 

Monterey Herald | March 28, 2023  

Guest commentary:  
Why Cal Am must go 
By MELODIE CHRISLOCK  

Back in 2018, voters passed Measure J by 56%, despite a multi-million-dollar campaign 
by Cal Am to defeat it. Most ratepayers voted to get rid of Cal Am because of the cost of 
their water. According to the CPUC Public Advocates Office, out of all the private 
investor-owned water systems in California, the Peninsula has the most expensive 
water, except for two tiny water systems in Dillion Beach and Catalina Island. 

Over the last five years, the reasons to say goodbye to Cal Am have multiplied. The 
recent example of Cal Am’s refusal to sign a Water Purchase Agreement (WPA) for the 
Pure Water Monterey Expansion should be a wake-up call, even for Cal Am’s 
supporters in the hospitality and real estate sectors. It turns out no one, not even the 
CPUC, could force Cal Am to sign the WPA that will allow this urgently needed publicly 
owned project to be built 

Now after three years of stalling the Pure Water Monterey Expansion and literally 
holding the Peninsula’s new water supply hostage, Cal Am says they will sign the WPA 
if they get CPUC authorization to add another $71 million to our bills. This is far more 
than four wells, and some pipeline to connect them should cost. 

It’s too complex to get into here, but it’s in Cal Am’s interest to take the most expensive 
approach to build water infrastructure because it earns them more profit. That is why 
they so desperately want their oversized, overpriced desal plant, which would raise our 
water bills by 60% to 70%, according to the Public Advocates Office. 

The cost of water is the reason 85% of California gets water from public municipally 
owned systems. 
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In a recent Herald article, Cal Am claimed that water would cost more under MPWMD 
ownership. Not true. Since Cal Am makes a guaranteed profit and the Water District 
would make no profit, it should cost less. The cost to buy out Cal Am is not added to our 
water bills on top of what we pay now. For the first 30 years, the profit we have been 
paying Cal Am would cover the cost of the loan, so the buyout should not raise water 
bills. 

The purchase price, the cost of the loan, and Cal Am’s actual profit will determine how 
much lower the cost of water will be. Under eminent domain, a jury will decide what Cal 
Am is worth. 

In the same Herald article, Cal Am accused the Water District of wasting $2.5 million on 
Measure J. But Measure J is a law, and MPWMD is mandated by that law to acquire Cal 
Am, if feasible. In November 2019, it was proven feasible by outside consultants. So, is 
Cal Am recommending MPWMD break the law and ignore this voter mandate? 

Do millions of dollars in legal fees matter when Cal Am continually adds tens of millions 
to our water bills? In January, they raised our water rates by 11%. How many millions 
does that add up to? The delay of the Pure Water Monterey Expansion caused by Cal 
Am has cost us $14 million so far. And Cal Am has already spent over $200 million on a 
desal plant that most likely will never be built. 

Cal Am has mismanaged our water system for decades. And it has never produced one 
drop of new water. Ironically, Cal Am claims MPWMD should be focused on delivering 
new water supplies. But that is exactly what they have done. Monterey One Water and 
MPWMD are responsible for Pure Water Monterey and ASR, two of the three legs of Cal 
Am’s three-legged stool. Once the Expansion is built, these two public water agencies 
will produce almost two-thirds of the Peninsula’s water. 

How can you take Cal Am seriously when they claim that MPWMD’s appraisal 
methodology is flawed or that the true value of the assets is far greater than what the 
district is offering when Cal Am has not yet seen the offer or the methodology? 

If we want more water and we want it at a reasonable cost, Cal Am must go. 

Melodie Chrislock is the managing director of Public Water Now. 
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Joel Pablo

From: Carolyn Bluemle <carolyn@cmagicisafoot.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2023 10:33 PM
To: comments
Subject: SUPPORT Public Buyout of Cal Am

Please approve the public buy out of Cal Am — Cal Am’s blockade of this buyout is reprehensible and proof that it 
should not profit from distributing our water— these delay tactics have cost both taxpayers and water consumers 
ridiculous amounts of money in legal fees not to mention the use of our court system 

the citizens voted and approved Measure J asking for public buyout if feasible, responsible and expensive studies have 
shown its feasibility 
it is time to start focusing on economically and ecologically responsible management of our water with citizen interest as 
paramount. 

carolyn bluemle 
Pacific Grove voter 

« Many things have been cancelled because of the Coronavirus. Love is not one of them. » 

www.cmagicisafoot.com 

www.cbyoga.com 

God is Alive  

Magic is Afoot 

MPWMD Board of Director's
Special Meeting
April 3, 2023 
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Joel Pablo

From: John Tilley <john.tilley@pinnacle.bank>
Sent: Thursday, April 6, 2023 10:36 AM
To: Alvin Edwards; George Riley; Marc Eisenhart; Amy Anderson; Karen Paull; Ian Oglesby; District 5
Cc: Dave Stoldt; Joel Pablo; Jeff Davi
Subject: John Tilley Comments on Buyout Communications Honoring the Democratic Process

Following up on my public comment from Monday’s presentation on the take-over of Cal Am, I would like to reiterate 

my request for a thorough analysis of the potential cost of a failed take-over attempt and the inclusion of that analysis in 

the on-going public discourse related to the take-over. 

Measure J was promoted to the voting public by Public Water Now as not costing the voters anything, later changed to 

the district having the funds needed in reserve and so forth.  Measure J was pitched as a feasibility study rather than a 

full take-over effort.  Measure J itself, however, carried language that the MPWMD Board is now citing as the rationale 

instructing the district to take-over Cal AM, with MPWMD board members saying they are simply following the voters 

instructions and have no choice in the matter, that this is democracy in action.   

In my comments I said there is an obvious overlap of Public Water Now and The Monterey Peninsula Water 

Management District though the District, as a Public Agency, is held to a much higher standard.  While PWN was a public 

relations effort to pass a Measure, The District is bound to serve the public in a trustworthy and candid 

manner.  Specifically, I say the actions you take with Measure J cannot be an extension of PWN; The District in the name 

of Democracy is required to provide the community the complete story when presenting the buy-out effort.  What is 

missing, and what I am requesting, is the inclusion of potential costs to the District/Community of the buy-out effort 

failing just as you are presenting the potential success of the effort.   

It is known that a failed effort would result in the MPWMD having to compensate Cal Am for the cost associated with 

defending themselves against Measure J efforts (as occurred in Apple Valley).  At 152 Panel meetings, the District 

estimated cost has been given as $30,000,000.   

Take the timeline the District has presented for Measure J’s trial to occur and at the end of that timeline saddle the 

district with a $30,000,000 debt.  Add to that impact the District’s own legal expenses and also eliminate the revenue of 

the Water Supply Charge leading up to that failed take-over.  The public deserves to know this is a possibility and how 

severe the consequences of a failed Measure J attempt are to the community.  If the Board members are already not 

aware of this possibility, they should know.  And if they do know, they should be sharing this information with the 

public.  Details of success or failure are needed in equal portion so that the Democratic Process is properly honored. 

John Tilley 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to 
whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error, please notify the system manager. This message 
contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee, 
you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have 
received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not the intended recipient, you are 
notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly 
prohibited.  
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